Our main ndings are, rstly, that lexical analysis, pre-processing and capitalisation cause many di culties in the technical domain. Punctuation can occur within a lexeme making it hard to be sure that the input is tokenised correctly. Some of the utterances in this analysis were in fact section headings or other labels. These are capitalised in a fashion that makes it di cult to distinguish between terms and ordinary vocabulary. Additionally, there are di culties imposed by quotations and bracketed expressions whose analysis is also to a large extent a matter of pre-processing. While these problems sound relatively minor their e ect on the accuracy of analysis can be considerable.
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Secondly, LPARSER is extremely good at handling coordination. Moreover the analysis of coordinated constructions is often correct if constituents such as PPs are attached correctly.
Thirdly, when LPARSER encounters prepositional attachment phenomena it almost always returns rst the analysis which attaches the PP to the closest constituent. This is often wrong. However, the selectional restrictions of verbs in the computer domain appear to be tightly constrained. Thus for example each verb takes only PPs heralded by certain prepositions. We have carried out an initial study to determine whether this information could be used to attach constituents as a post-processing operation with good results (Sutcli e, Brehony and McElligott, 1994) .
Fourthly, the LPARSER is a remarkably e cient system. A typical sentence will be analysed in less than one second on a SPARC II. The time taken to parse a sentence is dependent on its length and degree of ambiguity, as with many other systems. This means that the occasional long and highly coordinated sentence can be very slow to analyse, because each possible analysis is e ectively being computed.
Fifthly, LPARSER has certain weaknesses. Movement phenomena (e.g. topicalisation), certain forms of ellipsis (in particular gapping) idioms and adverbial constructions all cause problems for the system. For example,`Certain abbreviations may work at one prompt but not at another.' does not work whereas`Certain abbreviations may work at one prompt but they may not work at another prompt.' will parse correctly. LPARSER is unable to handle preposed in nitive complements, for example,`To perform an accelerated search, follow these instructions'. Generally, the syntagmatic approach to syntax is at its weakest when the order of constituents is least constrained. Adverbials are particularly problematic because they can occur in many di erent places in an utterance. Essentially each possible position of such a construct has to be catered for by a separate potential linkage in a syntagmatic template. Luckily the technical manual domain is one in which most of 
Description of Parsing System
Figure 7.1 shows the architecture of PRINCIPAR. Sentence analysis is divided into three steps. The lexical analyzer rst converts the input sentence into a set of lexical items. Then, a message passing algorithm for principle-based parsing is used to construct a shared parse forest. Finally, a parse tree retriever is used to enumerate the parse trees.
Parsing by Message Passing
The parser in PRINCIPAR is based on a message-passing framework proposed by Lin (1993) and Lin and Goebel (1993) , which uses a network to encode the grammar. The nodes in the grammar network represent grammatical categories (e.g., NP, Nbar, N) or subcategories, such as V:NP (transitive verbs that take NPs as complements). The links in the network represent relationships between the categories. GB-principles are implemented as local constraints attached to the nodes and percolation constraints attached to links in the network. There are two types of links in the network: subsumption links and dominance links.
There is a subsumption link from to if subsumes . For example, since V subsumes V:NP and V:CP, there is a subsumption link from V to each one of them. There is a dominance link from node to if can be immediately A dominance link from to is associated with an integer id that determines the linear order between and other categories dominated by , and a binary attribute to specify whether is optional or obligatory. 2 2 In order to simplify the diagram, we did not label the links with their ids in Figure 7 .2. Instead, the precedence between dominance links is indicated by their starting points, e.g, C precedes IP under Cbar since the link leading to C is to the left of the link leading to IP.
Input sentences are parsed by passing messages in the grammar network. The nodes in the network are computing agents that communicate with each other by sending messages in the reverse direction of the links in the network. Each node has a local memory that stores a set of items. An item is a triplet that represents a (possibly incomplete) X-bar structure :
<str, att, src>, where, str is an integer interval i,j] denoting the i'th to j'th word in the input sentence; att is the attribute values of the root node of the X-bar structure; and src is a set of source messages from which this item is combined. The source messages represent immediate constituents of the root node. Each node in the grammar network has a completion predicate that determines whether an item at the node is \complete," in which case the item is sent as a message to other nodes in the reverse direction of the links.
When a node receives an item, it attempts to combine the item with items from other nodes to form new items. Two items < i 1 ,j 1 ], A 1 , S 1 > and < i 2 ,j 2 ], A 2 , S 2 > can be combined if 1. their surface strings are adjacent to each other: i 2 = j 1 +1. 2. their attribute values A 1 and A 2 are uni able. 3. the source messages come via di erent links: links(S 1 ) \ links(S 2 ) = ;, where links(S) is a function that, given a set of messages, returns the set of links via which the messages arrived. The result of the combination is a new item: < i 1 ,j 2 ], unify(A 1 , A 2 ), S 1 S 2 >.
The new item represents a larger X-bar structure resulting from the combination of the two smaller ones. If the new item satis es the local constraint of the node it is considered valid and saved into the local memory. Otherwise, it is discarded. A valid item satisfying the completion predicate of the node is sent further as messages to other nodes.
The input sentence is parsed in the following steps.
Step 1: Lexical Look-up: Retrieve the lexical entries for all the words in the sentence and create a lexical item for each word sense. A lexical item is a triple: < i,j], av self , av comp >, where i,j] is an interval denoting the position of the word in the sentence; av self is the attribute values of the word sense; and av comp is the attribute values of the complements of the word sense.
Step 2: Message Passing: For each lexical item < i,j], av self , av comp >, create an initial message < i,j], av self , ;> and send this message to the grammar network node that represents the category or subcategory of the word sense. When the node receives the initial message, it may forward the message to other nodes or it may combine the message with other messages and send the resulting combination to other nodes. This initiates a message passing process which stops when there are no more messages to be passed around. At that point, the initial message for the next lexical item is fed into the network.
Step 3: Build a Shared Parse Forest: When all lexical items have been processed, a shared parse forest for the input sentence can be built by tracing the origins of the messages at the highest node (CP or IP), whose str component is the whole sentence. The parse forest consists of the links of the grammar network that are traversed during the tracing process. The structure of the parse forest is similar to Billot and Lang (1989) (N prompt)))))) but (PP (AP (Abar (A not))) (Pbar (P (P at) (NP (Nbar (N another))))))))))))) .) Figure 7 .3: The constituency output given by PRINCIPAR for the sentence`Certain abbreviations may work at one prompt but not at another.'. Abduction (5k lines): The message passing algorithm employed in PRINCIPAR is an instantiation of a generic message passing algorithm for abduction, which takes as inputs a set or sequence of nodes in a network and returns a minimal connection between the nodes in a network representing the domain knowledge (Lin, 1992) . The application of abduction in di erent domains amounts to different instantiations of local and percolation constraints. The same algorithm has also been used in plan recognition (Lin & Goebel, 1991) and causal diagnosis (Lin & Goebel, 1990) .
Principle-based Parsing (5k lines): The language-independent components account for 4k lines with the rest being English-speci c.
Graphical User Interface (4k lines): This is an optional component.
The GUI on X-Windows was implemented in InterViews.
The grammar network for English consists of 38 nodes and 73 links, excluding nodes that represent subcategories (e.g., V:NP, V:PP) and the links that are adjacent to them. These nodes and links are added to the network dynamically according to the results of lexical retrieval.
The lexicon consists of close to 110,000 root entries. The lexical entries come from a variety of sources, such as Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (OALD), Collins English Dictionary (CED), proper name lists from the Consortium of Lexical Research as well as hand-crafted entries.
Lin
Characteristic A B C D E F G PRINCIPAR yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Parser Evaluation Criteria
We adopted the methodology proposed in Lin (1995) to evaluate the 60 selected sentences out of the 600 sentence software manual corpus. The key parses for the sentences are obtained by manually correcting PRINCIPAR outputs for the sentences. The evaluation program is used to identify the di erences between the answers and keys. The di erences are shown by inserting the correct dependency relationships after an incorrect dependency relationship in the answer. Figure 7 .5 shows part of a sample output given by the evaluation program.
The output indicates that there are two errors in the parse. The rst one is that the clause headed by \using" is parsed as a relative clause modifying \suggestions." In the key parse, it is an adjunct clause modifying \proceed." The second error is the attachment of the preposition \with."
The percentage numbers reported in this paper are obtained by manually examining the output and classify the errors into the categories in Table 7 .2. For the above sentence, the rst error is an incorrect attachment of the clause \using ..." and cannot be classi ed into any of the categories in Table 7 .2. The second error is classi ed as a F-error (incorrect prepositional phrases attachment).
The error categories are de ned as follows:
A. G. Coordination/Gapping analysed: the percentage of 'conj' relationships correctly recognized. A single error may belong to zero or more of the above categories. This is illustrated in the parse of Figure 7 .6 where the word \item" is treated as an adverb instead of a noun. It causes an error in category B (\item" is not recognized as a noun), category C (\menu item" is not recognized as a compound noun), and category E (\menu item" is not recognized as the complement of \choose"). In Analysis I, the sentences were parsed with the original grammar and lexicon. The input sentences are stored one per line. PRINCIPAR contains a sentence boundary recognizer. However, some of the sentences do not have sentence ending punctuation marks. Therefore, an empty line, which is one of the sentence boundaries recognized by PRINCIPAR, is inserted between every pair of sentences. No other manual pre-processing was performed.
Results
When PRINCIPAR fails to parse a complete sentence, it retrieves the largest parse fragments that cover the whole sentence. are concatenated together to form the top-level constituents of the parse tree. In constituency trees, the parse fragments are child nodes of a dummy root node labled S. For example, the following parse tree means that the parser found a Complementizer Phrase (CP) fragment that spans the front part of the sentence and a Verb Phrase (VP) fragment that spans the rest of the sentence, but failed to combine them together:
When dependency format is used, the fragmented trees are indicated by multiple root nodes. For example:
To perform an accelerated search, follow these instructions: The reason for the failure to parse the whole sentence is that in the grammar network, purpose clauses are modi ers of IPs, instead of VPs, where imperative sentences are analysed as VPs. Therefore, the parser would fail to attach a purpose clause to an imperative sentence.
With the mechanism to retrieve parse fragments, the parser always produces an analysis for any input sentence. Therefore, the acceptance rates in Table 7 .3.1 are all 100%. Table 7 .4.1 reports the timing data in the experiment. The times reported are in seconds on a Pentium 90MHz PC with 24M memory running Linux.
The percentages of various linguistic characteristics are reported in Table 7 .5.1.
Causes of Errors
The causes of parser errors can be classi ed into the following categories:
Insu cient lexical coverage was responsible for most of the errors the parser made, even though the lexicon used by the parser is fairly large. For example, the lexical entry for \make" did not include the use of the word as in \make it available." The lack of domain speci c compound nouns in the lexicon is responsible for many misanalyses of compound nouns, such as \keyword search" and \insertion point," in which the words \search" and \point" were treated as verbs.
Insu cient grammatical coverage is the cause of several parser failures:
{ wh-clauses as the complements of prepositions, for example:
The following are suggestions on how to proceed when using the Translator 's Workbench together with Word for Windows 6.0.
{ adverbs between verbs and their complements, for example:
The TWB1 button , also labeled Translate Until Next Fuzzy Match , tells the Workbench to do precisely this.
{ free relative clauses, for example:
Another important category of non-textual data is what is referred to as \hidden text." { incomplete coverage of appositives, for example:
If the Workbench cannot nd any fuzzy match, it will display a corresponding message (\No match") in the lower right corner of its status bar and you will be presented with an empty yellow target eld. The grammar only included appositives denoted by commas, but not by parentheses.
7.5 Analysis II: Original Grammar, Additional Vocabulary
In Analysis II, we augmented the system's lexicon with about 250 phrasal words in the corpus. We also made corrections to some of the entries in the lexicon. For example, in our original lexicon, the word \date" is either a noun or a transitive verb. We added in the noun entry that the word \date" may take a clause as an optional complement. This modi cation allows the sentence Permanently inserts the date the current document was created to be parsed correctly. All together there are 523 new or modi ed entries in Analysis II. Approximately one person week was spent on Analysis II.
The timing data for Analysis II is shown in Table 7 .4.2. The parse time for Analysis II is a little better than Analysis I, even though a larger lexicon was used. The reason is that some of the compound nouns in the additional lexical entries contains an attribute +phrase. For example, the entry for \author authority search" is:
(author authority search (syn (N +phrase)) ) which means that it is a common noun (N) with +phrase attribute. There is a lexical rule in PRINCIPAR such that if a lexical item contains the attribute +phrase, then all the lexical items that span on a smaller surface string are removed. When the phrase \author authority search" appears in a sentence, this lexical rule will remove the lexical items representing the meanings of the individual words in the phrase: \author," \authority," and \search." As far as the parser is concerned, the phrase becomes one word with a single meaning, instead of three words each with multiple meanings. This explains why the parser is slightly faster with the additional lexicon. Table 7 .5.2 show the performance measures for the linguistic characteristics. All of the measures have been improved over the Analysis I. The most visible improvement is in compound noun recognition. It achieved 100% correct for all three sets of test sentences. The improvement in other categories are mostly consequences of the better treatment of compound nouns. For example, in \author authority search," both \author and \search" can either be noun or verb. When the lexicon contains an entry for the compound noun \author authority search," the lexical items for the verb meanings of \author" and \search" will be removed. Therefore, it is not possible for the parser to mistakenly take them as verbs.
The improvement on compound nouns is much larger with the Lotus (91% ! 100%) and Trados (90% ! 100%) sentences than Dynix (96% ! 100%) sentences. Correspondingly the overall Analysis II improvement for Lotus (89% ! 97%) and Trados (87% ! 91%) sentences is much more signi cant than for Dynix (94% ! 95%) sentences.
7.6 Analysis III: Altered Grammar, Additional Vocabulary
The Analysis III was not performed.
Converting Parse Tree to Dependency Notation
Since the parser can output dependency trees directly, no conversion was necessary.
Summary of Findings
Our experiments show that PRINCIPAR is very e cient. Acceptable speed was achieved on low end workstations. The syntactic-coverage of PRINCIPAR is also found to be adequate, especially if the lexicon is augmented with domain speci c vocabularies. Trados 098% 099% 100% 90% 97% 89% 067% 91% Average 099% 099% 100% 92% 94% 92% 086% 95% Table 7 .5.2: Phase II Analysis of the ability of PRINCIPAR to recognise certain linguistic characteristics in an utterance. For example the column marked`A' gives for each set of utterances the percentage of verbs occurring in them which could be recognised. The full set of codes is itemised in Table 7 . 2. entries not only reduce the error rate, but also improve the e ciency slightly. 
Introduction
Within the last decade there has been considerable research devoted to the problem of parsing unrestricted natural language (e.g. Alshawi, 1992; Black, Garside & Leech, 1993; Magerman, 1994) . By unrestricted, we mean language that is in everyday use. Examples of unrestricted language can be found in such places as requirement documents, newspaper reports, or software manuals. If unrestricted language can be successfully parsed, then we will be a lot closer to achieving long-terms goals in machine translation, document summarising, or information extraction. Research on parsing unrestricted language encompasses a variety of approaches, from those that are statistically-based to those that are logico-syntactically-based. Each approach has its own strengths and weaknesses. For example, statistically-based systems are usually able to assign a parse to each string that they encounter, irrespective of how badly formed that string might be. However, the price to pay for this coverage is that such parses are often shallow. More traditional logicosyntactic approaches usually do reveal, in greater detail, the syntactic structure of the sentence, but often fail to account for all of the sentences that they ought to.
The choice regarding which approach to take depends upon the domain. Here at York, as part of the Proteus Project (which is concerned with dealing with changing requirements in safety-critical systems), we are investigating using natural language processing to support the task of creating clear requirements documents and their translation into a formal representation (Du y, MacNish, McDermid & Morris, 1995; Burns, Du y, MacNish, McDermid & Osborne, 1995) . By`clear', we mean, among other things, that syntactic and semantic ambiguities are detected and resolved. Creating clear documents is only part of the task. We are also concerned that the user, which in our case will be an engineer, can express his or her requirements in as natural a way as possible. To carry out our task requires us to parse (relatively) unrestricted natural language. Since we need to reject strings as being ill-formed (these reduce the clarity of a document), and map those sentences that are parsed into logical forms, we have decided to adopt a syntax-orientated approach when dealing with controlled languages. We have therefore decided to use the Alvey Natural Language Toolkit (ANLT) (Grover, Briscoe, Carroll & Boguraev, 1993) . The Toolkit makes a clear distinction between sentences and strings, and has a semantic component. It is therefore an obvious choice as the basis of our Controlled Language system. Choosing to use the Toolkit confronts us with the practicalities of parsing unrestricted language: we have to address the problem of making a brittle system robust. In this paper, within the context of parsing software manuals, we present a series of experiments showing how various extensions to ANLT help overcome the brittleness problem. We refer to the extended versions of the system as the Robust Alvey Natural Language Toolkit (RANLT). The aim is to use the experience of parsing software manuals to boost the robustness of our requirement document processing system. Section 8.2 brie y presents ANLT, and the modi cations we made to it to produce RANLT. These modi cations enable RANLT to deal with unknown words, to deal with unparsable sentences, and to have a higher throughput than does the original ANLT. Section 8.3 outlines the criteria which had to be applied when evaluating RANLT within the context of the IPSM workshop. Sections 8.4 to 8.6 then present the results of this evaluation, which was restricted to Analysis I. The issue of converting a RANLT parse tree into dependency form is addressed in Section 8.7. Finally, Section 8.8 concludes the paper by discussing these results, and pointing the way forward for parsing unrestricted naturally occurring language.
Characteristic A B C D E F G RANLT yes yes yes yes no no no The meta-grammar, when compiled, becomes 782 object rules. As an indication of the coverage of the grammar, Taylor et al have used the grammar to parse 96:8% of 10; 000 noun phrases taken from the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen Corpus (Taylor, Grover & Briscoe, 1989) . Known oversights in the grammar's coverage include no treatment of parenthetical constructions, a limited account of punctuation, and a variety of inadequacies relating to topics such as co-ordination, gapping, complex ellipsis, and so on.
The grammar assigns steep, relatively detailed parses to sentences that it generates. As an example of the parses assigned to sentences, ANLT when parsing the sentence: who is the abbot with? produces the following result:
90 Parse>> who is the abbot with 2810 msec CPU, 3000 msec elapsed 556 edges generated 1 parse ((who) (is (the ((abbot))) (((with (E)))))) This has the following parse tree:
(S/NP_UDC2 (N2+/PRO who) (VP/BE is (N2+/DET1a the (N2 (N1/N abbot))) (PRD3 (P2/P1 (P1/NPa with (NP E))))))
Here, the node labelled S/NP_UDC2 refers to a sentence with a preposed NP; the node labelled N2/PRO+ refers to a pronoun; the node labelled VP/BE refers to a \be" followed by a predicative argument; the node labelled N2+/DET1a is an NP; the nodes labelled N2,N1 and N are nouns of bar levels 2, one and zero; the node labelled PRD3 is a PP; the nodes labelled P2 and P1 are prepositional categories of bar levels two and one; nally, the node labelled NP is an NP. The morphological analyser is capable of recognising words as being morphological variants of a base lexeme. For example, the lexicon contains the lexeme abdicate. When presented with the word abdicates, the analyser recognises this as the third person singular form of the verb:
104 Parse>> who abdicates in the abbey ---abdicates: 170 msec CPU 2860 msec CPU, 3000 msec elapsed 392 edges generated 1 parse ((who) (((abdicate +s) (E)) (((in (the ((abbey)))))))) Using a morphological analyser therefore reduces the size of the lexicon. That is, the lexicon does not have to contain explicit entries for each morphological variation of a word. ANLT contains a lexicon containing about 40; 000 lexemes, which were semi-automatically derived from the Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English. Note that the analyser only deals with sequences of letters, possibly containing hyphens, and certain end-of-sentence markers. There is no treatment of punctuation or Arabic numbers.
The chart parser works in a bottom-up manner and computes all possible parses for sentences within the language de ned by the object grammar. Bottom-up chart parsing is a well-known algorithm and does not need to be discussed here. One novelty of ANLT's parser is a mechanism to help reduce the time and space costs associated with parsing ambiguous sentences. Naive all paths parsers, that compute distinct parses trees for each distinct syntactic analysis of a sentence are quickly swamped by the vast numbers of parses that wide-covering grammars assign to naturally occurring sentences. Hence, ANLT's parser has a packing mechanism which stores local trees only once. With this mechanism, the space and time requirements associated with parsing highly ambiguous sentences are drastically reduced. Consequently, the parser is capable of parsing relatively long sentences, containing thousands of analyses.
The Robust ANLT
In order to deal with unrestricted language, several problems need to be addressed:
Lexical incompleteness: what do we do when the system encounters an unknown word? The basic ANLT simply reports an error when it encounters an unknown word in a sentence.
Parse selection: how do we reduce the number of spurious parses? Even with a packing mechanism, sentences with an extremely large number of parses will cause ANLT to crash. Acceptable turnaround time: how do we ensure that the parser does not spend an inordinate amount of time searching for a parse? ANLT has no concept of timing-out and sometimes takes thirty minutes or more to nd a parse. Ill-formedness: what do we do when the system encounters some sentence not within the language generated by the grammar? As with unknown words, ANLT will give-up when it cannot generate some sentence. Solving these problems helps reduce the brittleness of ANLT and makes it more able to deal with unrestricted language. Hence, we call such a system robust. Robustness is a vague term, but here we mean that the system operates within space bounds associated with real machines, and fails gracefully when encountering an unknown word or unparsable sentence. Note that we still wish our system to reject hopelessly illformed sentences, and wish the system to return one or more parses for sentences that are ill-formed, but still intelligible. Hence, we do not intend robustness to imply always returning a parse for some sentence.
For the problem of lexical incompleteness, we have coupled ANLT with a publically available stochastic tagger (Cutting, Kupiec, Pedersen & Silbun, 1992) . A stochastic tagger is a program that, after being trained on a sequence of tagged sentences, assigns tags to unseen, untagged sentences. For example, if in the training set the sequence \the man" was tagged as a determiner followed by a noun, then in the unseen text, a similar sequence, such as \the boy", would receive the same tag sequence. The tagger acts as a fall-back mechanism for cases when the system encounters some unknown word. For such cases, the system tags the sentence, and then looks-up the tag of the word in an associated tag-ANLT conversion lexicon. That is, each tag is associated with a set of ANLT lexemes, which are fed to the parser in lieu of an entry for the word itself. We constructed the tag-ANLT conversion lexicon as follows. A chapter from the author's thesis was tagged. Then, for each tag in the tagset used by the tagger, all the words in the chapter receiving that tag were collected together. These words were then looked-up in the ANLT lexicon. The looked-up word senses were then paired with the tag. These pairings then formed the tag-ANLT lexicon. For example, ANLT contains the rules and lexical items to parse the sentence: I am in the abbey Suppose now that it did not contain an entry for the word car. Ordinarily, ANLT would reject the sentence: I am in the car on the grounds of lexical incompleteness. However, if we allow ANLT to use a stochastic tagger and tag the sentence, then the word \car" would be tagged as NN (which is a singular noun). Within the tag-ANLT lexicon, the tag NN has the entries:
That is, the tag NN is either a countable or an uncountable noun. The entries also contain as semantics the logical constant nn. With these entries, ANLT can then parse the sentence as desired.
ANLT does have a parse selection mechanism (Briscoe & Carroll, 1991) . Parse selection mechanisms lter out implausible parses for a given sentence. They therefore reduce the chance of the parser being swamped by implausible parses. Unfortunately, this mechanism is unavailable for research use. Hence, because we have not yet implemented this device, we force the parser to halt when it has produced the rst n (n = 1) packed parse trees for the sentence in question. Note that this is not the same as saying halt after producing the rst n parse trees.
We place a resource bound upon the parser: it will halt parsing when m edges have been constructed. From a practical perspective, this helps the parser from growing too large (and so start to thrash, or eventually crash). From a slightly more theoretical perspective, this represents the idea that if a sentence has a parse, then that parse can be found quickly. Otherwise, the extra e ort is simply wasted work. Previous workers have used resource bounds in a similar way (Magerman & Wier, 1992; Osborne & Bridge, 1994) . Note that our use of resource bounds only makes sense for parsers, such as ANLT's chart parser, which have a form of`best-rst' search.
Finally, we have augmented ANLT with a form of error-correction. The idea is that if ANLT encounters a string that it cannot parse, it will try to relax some grammatical constraints and see if the string can then be parsed. For example, if the system encounters a number disagreement, then it will try to relax the constructions that enforce number agreement. Relaxation is not new (see, e.g. Hayes, 1981; Weischedel, 1983; Fain, Carbonell, Hayes & Minton, 1985; Douglas, 1995; Vogel & Cooper, 1995) and has been used to deal with ill-formed sentences, and to generate error reports for such sentences. Within a feature-based formalism, one way to achieve this relaxation is to use a form of default uni cation (Shieber, 1986; Bouma, 1992) .
Default uni cation can be thought of as a way of overwriting inconsistent information within a feature structure, such that ordinary uni cation will succeed. For example, the uni cation of:
will ordinarily fail. However, if, by default, the Past feature can be overwritten, then default uni cation will succeed:
The default uni cation of two feature structures A and B is written as At!B. In our implementation, we have a set of features that can be overwritten (the defaults). The default uni cation of two features (with the same name, but potentially di erent instantiations) that are within this set is a variable. Default uni cation therefore succeeds for cases when certain (default) features are inconsistent, but fails for cases when the inconsistency lies within other features. For example, in the previous example, we have not allowed the N feature to be overwritten, and hence inconsistent values of N will lead to both an ordinary uni cation failure, along with a default uni cation failure. We use default uni cation to model the set of features that we allow to be relaxed when, under ordinary circumstances, a sentence cannot be parsed. Sentences might not be parsed either due to undergeneration, or due to the sentence being ungrammatical. Hence default uni cation can be used to deal with both reasons for parsing failure.
After the parser fails to parse a sentence, that sentence is reparsed, but this time relaxing a set of designated features. We then collect any relaxed parses produced. Note that the actual choice of which features to relax is crucial: select too many features and the parser will su er from a combinatorial explosion of spurious parses; select too few and the parser will fail to nd a relaxed parse that it ought to. Deciding upon the features to relax is non-trivial within the GPSG-style framework we use. This is because the features interact in complex ways. For example, how does the N feature relate to the PFORM feature? The only answer is somewhere within the 782 object rules. Also, the large number of features (84) makes impractical an automated search to nd the optimal set of features to relax. In the experiments, we empirically found a set of features that when relaxed did not lead to an unacceptable number of extra edges being generated. This set is therefore ad-hoc.
Since we use term uni cation, the arity of the feature structures plays a role in determining if two structures will unify. This is independent of the set of features that can be relaxed. Hence, our implementation of default uni cation will only work for feature structures that are broadly similar: for example, a feature structure for a VP cannot be default unied with (say) a feature structure for a determiner. Given that arity matters within the grammar, and hence arity di erences cannot be construed as being accidental, our using arity helps ensure that relaxation, roughly speaking, preserves the basis structure of parse trees across relaxation. That is, even while relaxing, a VP remains a VP, and is not relaxed into a PP.
Relaxation is only part of the solution for unparsable sentences. For some cases, the grammar will undergenerate; for other cases, the sentence may contain extra words, or missing words. Mellish presents applicable work dealing with missing words and simple forms of ill-formed constructs (Mellish, 1989) . Osborne describes work dealing with undergeneration (Osborne, 1994) . Future work will extend ANLT with components that deal with these aspects of processing unrestricted language. We believe that our use of relaxation preserves the robustness (within limits) approach used in this work: only certain sentences can be relaxed; others are best rejected.
Parser Evaluation Criteria
For an indication of parsing time, we noted how long our system took to parse the Trados sentences. Throughout, we used a Sparc 10, with 96 Mb of memory, and AKCL Lisp. We have not considered if the system has returned the desired parse, given that we simply selected the rst parse produced. Also, we have not attempted any crossing-rate metrics (Sundheim, 1991) , given that we don't have a set of benchmark parses for the sentences our system parsed. Throughout these experiments, we used a resource bound of 25; 000 edges and stopped parsing when 1 packed node had been found dominating the fragment being parsed.
While all three analyses were carried out on the original corpus of 600 sentences as reported at the workshop, practical di culties connected with the author moving from York to Aberdeen meant that only Analysis I could be carried out on the subset of 60 test utterances used for this volume.
8.4 Analysis I: Original Grammar, Original Vocabulary
Pre-Processing
As was previously stated in Section 8.2.1, ANLT does not deal, at the morphological level, with arabic numbers or most punctuation marks. ANLT also does not deal, at the syntactic level, with parentheticals. Hence, sentences need to be pre-processed prior to parsing. We therefore wrote a Lex program to pre-process the raw sentences prior to parsing. This program mapped arabic numbers into the lexeme \number", removed punctuation marks that did not terminate a sentence, and also mapped other characters (such as >) into the lexeme \symbol". As the morphological analyser is case-sensitive, we also mapped all upper-case letters to lower-case letters. More controversially, the program splits the raw sentences into fragments. Each fragment corresponds to a string of words terminated by a punctuation mark. For example, the raw sentence (taken from the Dynix corpus): Depending on where you are on the system, you use di erent procedures to start a search would be pre-processed into the fragments: depending on where you are on the system you use di erent procedures to start a search The reason for this is two-fold. Since ANLT ignores most punctuation, punctuated sentences such as the one above would be automatically rejected. Furthermore, some of the punctuated sentences are very long, and in their raw state, would either lead to a very large number of parses, or would cause the parser to thrash (or both). Given the lack of a treatment of punctuation, the desire to reduce the sentence length, and the idea that punctuation marks delimit phrasal boundaries (Osborne, 1995) , we took the step of chopping the raw, punctuated sentences into unpunctuated fragments. The advantages of chopping sentences are that we do not need a detailed treatment of punctuation within the grammar, and that we have a (reasonably) motivated way of segmenting punctuated sentences (short sentences are easier to process and more likely to be parsed). The disadvantages are that the fragments may not correspond always to phrases; also, the task of joining the fragments back together remains. There are several ways that one could integrate punctuation Number Accept Reject % Accept % Reject Dynix Char. A B C D E F G Avg. Dynix 73% 56% 13% 45% 0% 0% 0% 46% Lotus 54% 56% 65% 78% 0% 0% 0% 63% Trados 40% 34% 24% 19% 0% 0% 0% 29% Average 55% 49% 34% 47% 0% 0% 0% 46% Table 8 .5.1: Phase I Analysis of the ability of RANLT to recognise certain linguistic characteristics in an utterance. For example the column marked`A' gives for each set of utterances the percentage of verbs occurring in them which could be recognised. The full set of codes is itemised in Table 8 .2. The average in column eight is that of characteristics A to D only. and parsing. See Nunberg (1990) , Briscoe (1994) and Jones (1994) for discussions on issues relating to punctuation and parsing.
Results
The rst point to note in considering the RANLT parser is that there are certain characteristics which it can not extract from an utterance. The capabilities of the system are summarised in Table 8 .1. The system has no parse selection mechanism, so it makes no sense to say either whether PPs are attached correctly, or whether coordination and gapping are correctly treated.
The results of parsing the 60 test utterances can be seen in Tables  8.3 .1, 8.4.1 and 8.5.1. When studying Table 8 .3.1 it is important to bear in mind that RANLT works with a version of the sentences which have been transformed into fragments at the pre-processing stage. Thus the analysis is in terms of 109 fragments rather than the original 60 utterances.
Timings for the parser are shown in Table 8 .4.1. As RANLT does not give timings for individual sentences, it was not possible to determine the times to accept or reject each one. Thus two columns in the table are left blank.
The measured ability of the system to recognise the constructs A to D is summarised in Table 8 .5.1. It should be noted that the average gures shown in the right hand column are the averages of the characteristics A to D only. Characteristics E to G are excluded because RANLT can not handle them.
Analysis II: Original Grammar, Additional Vocabulary
Analysis II was not carried out on the set of 60 utterances although it was performed on the original 600 sentence corpus | see the proceedings of the workshop for more details.
8.6 Analysis III: Altered Grammar, Additional Vocabulary Again, Analysis III was not carried out on the set of 60 utterances although it was performed on the original 600 sentence corpus | see the proceedings of the workshop for more details.
Converting Parse Tree to Dependency Notation
The organisers of the workshop wanted a parse expressed in dependency form. We understand`dependency form' to mean an unlabelled tree that spans the sentence, such that all intermediate non-terminal nodes and gaps are deleted. The suggested sentence was as follows: That is these words make the source sentence longer or shorter than the TM sentence
The rst parse our system produced was:
(S1a (N2+/PRO that) (VP/BE_NP is (N2+/N1PROa (N1/POST_APMOD1 (N1/RELMOD2 (N1/PRO2 these) (S/THATLESSREL (S1a (N2+/N2-a (N2-(N1/N words))) (VP/OR_BSE (MSLASH1a) make (N2+/DET1a the (N2-(N1/N source))) (VP/NP sentence (TRACE E)))))) (A2/COORD2 (A2/ADVMOD1/-(A1/A longer)) (CONJ/A2 or (A2/COMPAR1 (A1/A shorter) (P2/P1 (P1/NPa than (N2+/DET1a the (N2-(N1/N (N/COMPOUND1 tm sentence)))))))))))))
In dependency form, this parse becomes:
(that (is these words (make (the source sentence)) (longer (or shorter (than (the (tm sentence)))))))
As can be seen, in the dependency tree, much information is lost: the gaps are no longer present and constituency is impoverished. Using dependency trees to compare systems is therefore only a very weak measure. 
Summary of Findings
In conclusion, ANLT is capable of assigning parses to most of the software manual fragments. Also, the coverage of the grammar is, at least for the software manual fragments, inversely related to fragment length. This is shown by the following graphs. If we examine the distribution of all the fragments by length (Figure 8 .1) then we can see that most of the fragments are short. If we examine the distribution of those fragments that were parsed (in this case in analysis I) then we can see that most of the parsed fragments are short (Figure 8 .2). For ampli cation, if we make a graph of fragment length by percentage of such fragments that were parsed (Figure 8. 3), then we can see that coverage is approximately linear with respect to fragment length. This nding is also backed-up by the mean lengths of the fragments parsed and those not parsed. In all of the experiments, the fragments parsed were all on average shorter than the fragments overall. Furthermore, those fragments that were rejected all had a mean length greater than that of the fragments overall. This result, of the chance of parsing a fragment being related to its length, re ects the computational fact that the amount of space required to parse a sentence is exponential with respect to sentence length 4 and hence longer sentences are more likely to be abandoned due to exceeding a resource bound. Also, it re ects the linguistic fact that the longer the fragment, the more likely it is that the fragment will contain a novel construct, or a word used in some novel way. Hence, it is important to nd ways of chunking long sentences into shorter, more manageable fragments. Using punctuation is one way of achieving this. Analysing the errors (i.e. those fragments that did not receive an ordinary parse) in the Dynix corpus, we found the following; 70:66% of the errors were due to inadequacies in either the ANLT lexicon, or in the lexicon constructed for the corpus.
17:33% of the errors were due to parenthetical constructions. 5:33% of the errors were ill-formed fragments. 4% of the errors were due to examples of American English constructions being parsed with a grammar for British English. 2:67% of the errors were either due to mistakes in pre-processing the sentences into fragments, or were due to sentences containing idioms. Hence, when using the same resource bounds, and dealing with the lexical errors, we might expect to be able to parse at least 85% of the Dynix fragments. Given that the corpora were all from the same genre, we do not expect this error analysis to be substantially di erent for the other corpora.
Interestingly enough, two of the software manual fragments were in American English. This did not present a problem to ANLT, even though it used a grammar of British English. Most of the di erences were lexical, and not syntactic.
Since the grammar is clearly wide-covering, and by the di erences between Analysis I and Analysis II, it is evident that a major obstacle to parsing unrestricted, naturally occurring language is creating a suitable lexicon. Not only is this labour intensive, but it is also error-prone. Unfortunately, the stochastic tagger we used does not promise to be the solution to this problem. What is needed is a tagger that uses a richer tagset.
For further work, we shall investigate the addition of punctuation to ANLT, methods of locating features to relax and minimising the amount of redundant re-parsing involved, and ways of reducing the lexical incompleteness problem.
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Using the SEXTANT Low-Level Parser to Analyse a Software Manual Corpus Gregory Grefenstette 1 Rank Xerox Research Centre, Grenoble
Introduction
Parsers are used to attack a wide range of linguistic problems, from understanding mechanisms universal to all languages to describing speci c constructions in particular sublanguages. We view the principal requirements of an industrial parser to be those of robustness, and of accuracy. Robustness means that the parser will produce results given any type of text, and accuracy means that these results contain few errors without missing the important syntactic relations expressed in the text. The question of what is important varies, of course, in function of the use of the output. For example, if the parser were to be used as the rst step in database access of structured data, then ne-grained syntactic relations between anaphora and referents and between principal and subordinate clauses would be necessary to produce correct database queries. In what follows, we consider that the output will be used for some type of information retrieval of terminological extraction, and what is important are the relations between the information bearing words.
In this chapter, we present a low-level, robust parser, used in SEX-TANT (Grefenstette, 1994) a text exploration system, that has been used over large quantities of text to extract simple, common syntactic structures. This parser is applied here to a small sample of technical documentation: a corpus of 600 utterances obtained from three di erent manuals, the Dynix Automated Library Systems Searching Manual, the Lotus Ami Pro for Windows User's Guide Release Three and the Trados Translator's Workbench for Windows User's Guide. A minimal set of binary dependency relations is de ned for evaluating the parser output, and output from the di erent versions of the parser implemented is compared to a manually parsed portion of the test collection.
The parser described here 2 was designed not to explore any particular linguistic theory, nor to provide a complete hierarchical description of a given sentence. It was developed to extract frequently occurring binary syntactic dependency patterns in order to compare word use in a large corpus.
The data derived from the parser was used in a number of experiments in automatic thesaurus construction (Grefenstette, 1994) , and more recently as a front-end to lexicographic tools exploring corpora (COMPASS, 1995; Grefenstette and Schulze, 1995) .
The SEXTANT parser, similar to a chunking parser (Abney, 1991) , is based on ideas described by Debili (1982) in which a number of nitestate lters were proposed for recognizing verbal chains and noun chains, and for extracting binary dependency relations from tagged text. Section 9.2 describes an implementation of these ideas for English.
Description of Parsing System
The parsing system used here is very rudimentary. It uses an essentially nite-state approach to the problem of parsing, based on regular describing syntagmatic chains and then heuristically drawing relations within 2 Rank Xerox is pursuing research in nite-state parsing which uses regular expressions involving permissible syntactic patterns over the whole sentence (Chanod, 1996) . For example, one rule states that a principal clause cannot contain nouns tagged as subject both preceding and following the main verb. This is possible since our nite-state morphological analyzers provide possible syntactic as well as grammatical tags. These rule-based regular expressions are composed with a nite-state network representing all possible interpretations of the sentence in order to eliminate most interpretations. The system currently being developed for French is similar in philosophy to that developed by the University of Helsinki in their English Constraint Grammar (Voutilainen, Heikkila & Anttila, 1992) but with the signi cant di erence that rules are applied to nite state networks rather than to sequences of tagged words, allowing a considerable reduction in the number of rules to be developed.
The result of this nite-state parser currently being developed will be an input string tagged with parts of speech and with syntactic roles such as`Subject',`Main Verb',`Object of Preposition', etc. These syntactically tagged strings will then be fed into a complete Lexical Functional Grammar, concurrently under development at Xerox PARC and the Rank Xerox Research Centre.
The parser described here in this chapter was a much simpler nite-state parser, propelled by three data les de ning precedence rules. After the work described in this chapter, these les were replaced by equivalent nite-state expressions, and the whole parser moved from a C-based program into a cascade of nite state transducers and lters (Grefenstette, 1996) . and between syntagmatic groups. It can also be seen as a sequence of linear passes over the text, each time marking and remarking the words with di erent information.
The system can be divided into two parts: a text preparation sequence, and a parsing sequence. Text preparation is described below in Section 9.2.1 and the parser in Section 9.2.2.
Preparsing Processing
The input text to be parsed must rst be processed in a number of ways. The next six subsections describe this preprocessing.
Tokenization
Tokenization divides the input string into tokens and sentences. After this point, all other treatment is con ned to individual sentences. There are no inter-sentential relations created by this parser, such as would be found in an anaphor-resolving system or discourse parser.
Finding sentences boundaries in text entails nding word boundaries in order to decide which token terminating periods correspond to fullstops. This problem is not easy to solve exactly, but heuristics (Grefenstette and Tapanainen, 1994) with high success rates can be found. These heuristics were incorporated into a nite-state tokenizer in our system. 3 An example of the tokenization process is given in Figure 9 .1.
In the technical documentation that was provided as test suites for the IPSM'95 conference, although full sentences appeared one per line, there was no indication of when an isolated line was a section heading, or the heading of a list whose elements followed on succeeding lines. A choice was made to add a period to the end of each input line that did not already have one, before treatment. This period-adding was the only IPSM'95-speci c modi cation made to the original text les. 
Morphological analysis
Morphological analysis attaches all possible parts of speech to each token in a sentence. Our system uses nite-state morphological analyzers created using two-level rules (Karttunen, Kaplan & Zaenen, 1992) . This representation allows a compact storage of a language's lexicon in a nite-state transducer (Karttunen, 1994) . These transducers can possess loops, allowing a small nite representation for the in nitive vocabulary of agglutinative languages. Lookup of a word is also extremely fast, since it is simply the following of a path through an automaton. See Figure  9 .2 for a small sample. When a word is not found in the lexicon, it is guessed during the tagging process by another guessing transducer. The transducers provide morphological information, lemmatized form, and part of speech tags for each token. slightly di erent from that used in the morphological analyzer. This is characteristic of a layered approach to natural language processing in which di erent lexical perspectives are used at different times. For example, the SEXTANT parser described below uses yet another reduced tagset.
Tagging
Tagging chooses one part-of-speech tag for each token. Our tokenized text is passed through an Hidden Markov Model tagger (Cutting, Kupiec, Pedersen & Sibun, 1992) . 5 This tagger 6 calculates the most likely path through the possible tags attached to the words of the sentence, using a probability model built by reducing entropy of tag transitions through an untagged training corpus. The version of the tagger that we use also includes tokenizing and morphological analyzing transducers. We used a tokenizer here one extra time so that name recognition is performed before calling the tagger.
Lemmatization
Lemmatization attaches a lemmatized form of the surface token to the tagged token. The tagger that we use does not yet include an option for outputting the lemmatized version of words, even though this information is included in the morphological transducer that it employs. In order to obtain the lemmatized forms (which are not actually necessary for the parser but are useful for ulterior tasks), we developed a transducer that converts tagged forms of words into lemmas. This lemma appears in the parse output along with the surface form, see Figure 9 .6 below. (7) TO (219). 7 This is possible because the parser does not need to distinguish, for example, between a personal possessive pronoun and a determiner since no anaphor resolution is performed. See Figure 9 .4 for a sample of simpli ed tags sent to the parser.
Parsing
At this point each sentence is ready to be parsed. Each token is decorated with a simpli ed part-of-speech tag and a lemmatized form.
The parser takes the tagged text as input and adds additional syntactic tags and dependencies to each word via a number of passes from right actvb adv aux be inf ingvb ppart prep to actvb Figure 9 .5: Verbal chain precedence matrix used in parsing experiments. A word tagged with the name of a row can be followed by a word tagged with a name of a column if the corresponding matrix entry is 1. For example, an in nitive (INF) can be followed by an adverb (ADV) but not by an auxiliary verb (AUX) in the same verbal chain. Note, all forms of the verb`to be' are tagged BE.
to left and from left to right over the sentence. The parser's construction was based on the image of an ideal English sentence being a collection of verb chains with each verb chain being balanced by a preceding noun phrase corresponding to its subject and a succeeding noun phrase corresponding to its object, with prepositional phrases and adverbs scattered throughout.
Noun chain identi cation
Noun chain identi cation isolates and incrementally numbers all sequences of nouns that enter into noun phrases and prepositional phrases. A regular expression is built which recognizes maximal length noun chains. One of the three data les supplied to the parser contains a list of part-of-speech categories which are possible beginnings of a noun chain; another list of possible endings; and a third list, a linked list representation of a matrix, stating for each category, what other categories can follow it while still staying in the same noun chain. For example, determiners, numbers, nominal pronouns, adjectives, prepositions are possible noun chain initiators, but not adverbs or coordinating conjunctions. The third list of noun chain continuators states that an adjective can be followed by noun, but a pronomial noun cannot be followed by anything. A matrix similar to the one shown for verb chains in Figure  9 .5 was manually created for determining noun chains with the simpli ed tags shown in Section 9.2.1.6.
Once a noun chain is isolated, possible heads of noun phrases and prepositional phrases are marked in the following way. Another pass is made through the noun chain. Whenever a preposition, a comma, a conjunction or the end of the noun chain is reached, the most recently seen element in a user-declared set, called the ReceiveSet, 8 is marked as a head. If the subchain did not contain an element in this set, then the rightmost element is marked as a head. For example, in \the door frame corner in the wall" \corner" and \wall" will be marked as heads; in \with the same," even if \same" is marked as an ADJ, it will be marked as a head since no other candidate was found. In Figure 9 .6 these elements marked as heads are labeled NP*.
List Recognition
As a speci c development for this technical documentation test set, given the large numbers of lists in the IPSM utterances, a list identi cation pass was added for the test described in Analysis III (Section 9.6). List identi cation breaks apart noun sequences at commas except when the noun chain is recognized as a conjunctive list. If a noun chain contains commas, but no conjunctions, then all the commas are marked as chain boundaries. If the chain contains commas and conjunctions then the commas before the conjunctions are retained and those after the conjunction are considered as noun chain boundaries.
Left-to-right attachment
Dependency relations are created within noun phrases using nite-state describable lters, which can be seen as working from left-to-right or right-to-left 9 over the tagged text. In order to create these lters set of tags are declared in the parser data le mentioned in the footnote in Section 9.2.2.1 as being possible dependents. These are currently the tags DET, ADJ, NUM, NOUN, PREP, PPART, and TO. Determiners Figure 9 .6: SEXTANT Sample parse. The rst column is simply the sentence number. The fourth column is the original surface form, and the fth is the lemmatized form. The second column states whether the token is part of a noun chain (NP), a verb chain (VP) or other (--). NP* means that the word can be a noun or prepositional phrase head. The third column numbers the chain (starting from one for noun chains, from 101 for verb chains). The sixth column (e.g. PREP) gives the simpli ed tag for the word. The seventh column is just the number of the word in the sentence. The eighth column describes with how many words the current word is in a subordinate dependency relation. The description of these dependency relations follow in elds nine onwards. The structure of this description is dominating-word-number (dominating-word) relation. For example, the word number 10 ignore is tied to the word number 8 workbench which is its subject (SUBJ).
and prepositions will attach to the rst head to their right. The other tags will attach to the rst element to its right in the ReceiveSet, as well as the rst element marked as a head to its right. The relationship created will depend upon the tags of each element. \the door frame corner in the wall", \the" will attach to \corner", in a determiner relation. \Door" will attach to \frame" and to \corner", as a noun-noun modi er. \In" and \the" will attach to \wall", as determiner and prepositional modi ers. When a preposition attaches to a head, the head becomes marked with this information and it will no longer be available as a subject or direct object.
Right-to-left attachment
Right to left attachment attaches prepositional phrase heads to the head immediately preceding them. Gibson and Pearlmutter (1993) have calculated that this heuristic of attaching low is correct two-thirds of the time. During the verb attachment phase, prepositional phrases, already attached to noun phrases, can be ambiguously attached to preceding verbs as well.
Verb chain identi cation
Verb chain identi cation isolates and collects verbal chains, then marks the heads of each verbal chain and determines its mode. Figure 9 .5 shows the precedence matrix used to isolate verb chains. Mode is determined by the presence of forms of the verb to be and by {ing forms. The head of the verb chain is chosen to be the last verb in the chain. For example in the chain \wanted to see", see is chosen as the head, and the subject of \wanted" will be the subject of \see". This simplifying choice was made to group all complex verb modi cations as forms of modal auxiliaries since the parser was designed to extract relations between content-bearing, and it was thought that if someone \wanted to see", for example, then that person was capable of \seeing". Proper treatment of in nitive phrases is beyond the linear treatment of this parser.
Verb attachment
The preceding passes have accounted for all the nouns attached to other nouns, or modi ed by prepositions, and have chosen heads for each verbal chain. At this point, some nouns are not dependent on any others. Starting from left to right, each active verbal chain will span out backwards to pick up unattached nouns as subjects, and then to its right to pick up unattached nouns as direct objects. When the verbal chain is passive, a preceding free noun will be considered as a direct object. Finding agentive phrases headed by by is not attempted.
When the main verb is a form of the verb to be (i.e., the verb chain is attributive), a dependency relationship is created between the object and the subject of the verb. The rst prepositionally modi ed noun to a verb chain's right will be attached as an argument/adjunct, the parser making no distinction between these two classes.
Gerund attachment
Gerund attachment makes local attachments of gerunds appearing in noun chains to nearby noun heads. The result of this and all preceding steps can be seen in Figure 9 .6. 9.3 Parser Evaluation Criteria Figure 9 .6 shows an example of the parse of a sentence from the TRA-DOS text sentences. The binary relations that we think that a parser should be able to extract from this sentence are shown in Figure 9 .8. The actual parser was initially evaluated by calculating three numbers for each sentence: During the translation of this example , the Workbench should ignore the second sentence when moving from the first sentence to the third one .
NNPREP example translation SUBJ workbench ignore DOBJ ignore sentence ADJ second sentence IOBJ-from move sentence IOBJ-to move one ADJ first sentence ADJ third one Figure 9 .8: We consider that a parser should extract this set of binary relations from the given sentence.
Correct
Incorrect Missing NNPREP example translation SUBJ workbench ignore DOBJ ignore sentence ADJ second sentence IOBJ-from move sentence IOBJ-to move one ADJ first sentence ADJ one sentence ADJ third one Figure 9 .9: Our parser returned the relations given in the rst two columns for the sentence of Figure 9 .8, of which we consider that one is incorrect. The binary relation listed in the third column was missing.
For example, for the sentence given in Figure 9 .8, our parser returned the binary relations shown in Figure 9 .9, eight of which we consider correct, one incorrect and one missing. For this sentence, the precision is 8/9 or 89%, as is its recall.
In a rst phase of testing, we used our original SEXTANT parser on the IPSM'95 test beds. Due to time constraints, we only evaluated the parser results on the rst 130 sentences of the LOTUS corpus. For each sentence, we drew up a list of the relations that we thought that the parser should return from the list given in Figure 9 .7, and compared those to the actual relations returned from the parser. For this evaluation we used a format of output of the parser as shown in Figure  9 .8. Over these 130 sentences, we calculated that the original parser re-
